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Catena is a listed property company that, through collaboration sustainably develops, owns and manages efficient logistics facilities. Its 
strategically located properties supply the Scandinavian metropolitan areas and are adapted for both current and future goods flows. The 
overall objective is to generate strong cash flow, enabling stable development and providing shareholders a favourable total return in the 

long term. As of 30 June 2019, the properties had a total value of SEK 15,570.4 million.  
Catena’s shares are traded on NASDAQ Stockholm, Mid Cap. 
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20 September 2019, 11:30 a.m. CET  

Ekoligens establishes operations at Catena’s premises in Kungälv 

 

Sustainable innovation company Ekoligens will be a new tenant at Catena’s property in the 
Rollsbo industrial area in Kungälv. 
 
The 8,000 square-metre property, Muttern 6, recently acquired by Catena, has gained a new tenant. 
A ten-year lease has been signed with Ekoligens, which manufactures items replacing plastics to an 
increasing extent, including cellulose clothes hangers. The company’s production technology causes 
up to 12 times lower carbon dioxide emissions than producing plastics. 
  
“It feels really great that Catena is able to join in and help an exciting and sustainable player like 
Ekoligens continue its journey of growth,” says Johan Franzén, Regional Manager for Gothenburg at 
Catena.  
  
“Our ambition is to create innovative products and materials that are both ecologically and 
economically sustainable. We are highly satisfied with Catena’s flexible and solution-oriented 
approach and look forward to a long partnership,” says Anders Nylander, CEO of Ekoligens. 
 
For further information, please contact 
Benny Thögersen, CEO  
Tel. +46 730-660 83 50 
benny.thogersen@catenafastigheter.se  
 

Johan Franzén, Regional Manager, Gothenburg   
Tel. +46 730-70 22 60 
johan.franzen@catenafastigheter.se  
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